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An in-depth understanding of the self-assembly process at the molecular level is crucial in both
biological and materials science fields. However, such research is scarce due to the difficulty
in monitoring a great deal of fragmentary species that are transiently produced in the process.
We present a novel method for investigating the self-assembly process of supramolecular
coordination assemblies by following the time variation of the average composition of the
fragmentary species, which was indirectly determined by spectroscopy. With this method, we
found that the final stage is the rate-determining step of the self-assembly of an octahedronshaped coordination capsule, and that the relative energy barrier of each step is controllable by
modifying the chemical structure of the building blocks.

Method
Introduction
Supramolecular self-assembly is the process through which
molecular building blocks organize themselves to form welldefined structures.1-5 While the formation of the self-assemblies
is often rationalized by their thermodynamic stability, their
formation mechanism remains unclear.6-10 However, in order to
properly control the course of self-assembly, an in-depth
understanding of the self-assembly process is highly desirable.
Supramolecular coordination assemblies are constructed from
metal ions and ligand molecules possessing several
coordination sites as building blocks. Although a variety of
coordination supramolecular assemblies11-24 and their unique
functions25-33 have been reported in the last two decades, the
self-assembly process has scarcely been studied at the
molecular level so far.34-56 This is mainly because it is generally
impossible to directly detect the fragmentary species that are
transiently produced in the self-assembly process. Herein we
report a novel method to investigate the formation mechanism
of coordination self-assemblies by monitoring the time
variation of the average composition of the fragmentary
species, which is indirectly determined by 1H NMR
spectroscopy.
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Let us consider the formation of a molecular square, [M4L4]4m+,
consisting of four metal ions with a linear coordination
geometry, Mm+, and four L-shaped organic ligands, L (Fig. 1A).
During the formation of [M4L4]4m+, various fragmentary species
should be produced, and are finally converted to the molecular
square. To investigate the self-assembly process in a
straightforward way, it is necessary to follow the time variation
of all the fragmentary species. NMR is superior in view of
quantifying and discriminating structurally similar species.
However, with some exceptions, it is generally hard to detect
the fragmentary species produced in the self-assembly because
these fragmentary species have much lower symmetry and
because the conversion of the species takes place during
measuring the NMR spectrum. We envisaged that it would be
possible to obtain the information about the fragmentary
species indirectly by quantifying all the species other than the
fragmentary species. In a general coordination self-assembly
using Mm+ as a metal source, while the quantitative analysis of
the organic ligand, L, and the molecular square, [M4L4]4m+, is
possible by 1H NMR measurement, that of Mm+ ions is difficult.
By using [MX2]m+ possessing 1H NMR-detectable monodentate
ligands, X, instead of Mm+, it becomes possible to quantify Mm+
in the assembly process. In this reaction scheme, the selfassembly proceeds accompanied by the release of X, which can
also be detected by 1H NMR. Consequently, all the species
other than the fragmentary species, L, [MX2]m+, [M4L4]4m+ and
X, can be quantified in any cases.

Details, additional data, 1H NMR spectra, and ESI-TOF mass spectra. See
DOI: 10.1039/b000000x/
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n = (N·a – c)/b

(1)

k is defined as metal to ligand ratio

Fig. 1 (A) A schematic representation of the self-assembly of a molecular square,
[M4L4]4m+, from metal ion, [MX2]m+ and L-shaped ligands. Since X is NMRdetectable, the average composition of the fragmentary species, (MaLbXc)ave, can
be monitored by quantifying all of the species other than the fragmentary
species, [MX2]m+, L, [M4L4]4m+ and X. The (n, k) values for several fragmentary
species, which are calculated by equations (1) and (2), are shown. (B) A reaction
scheme for the assembly of an octahedron-shaped molecular capsule, [Pd6L8]12+
(L = 1 or 2).

The fragmentary species produced in the self-assembly
process consist of L, Mm+ and X to be expressed as
[MaLbXc]ma+.
To
characterize
[MaLbXc]ma+
more
comprehensively, we define two parameters, n and k, as
follows:
n is defined as the average number of metal ions binding to a
ligand

(2)

where N is a coordination number and in the case of the
molecular square N = 2. The (n, k) values for [M4L4]4m+ and
several fragmentary species are shown in Figure 1A. In the
experiment, the average composition of the fragmentary
species, (MaLbXc)ave, can be monitored by quantifying L,
[MX2]m+, [M4L4]4m+ and X. As a result, we can investigate the
self-assembly process from the time evolution of the (n, k)
value for (MaLbXc)ave.
In this report, employing this method, we investigated the
self-assembly process of an octahedron-shaped molecular
capsule, [Pd6L8]12+, constructed from triangle-shaped panel
molecules L (L = 1 or 2) and [PdPy4]2+ (Py stands for pyridine)
(Fig. 1B). The formation of [Pd618]12+ from 1 and
[Pd(CH3CN)4]2+ was previously demonstrated by NMR and
electrospray ionization (ESI) mass measurements.24 The single
crystal X-ray analysis of its isostructure, [Hg618]12+, revealed an
octahedron-shaped capsule structure. Since Pd2+ ion has a
square-planar coordination geometry, N = 4. In this case, both n
and k range from 0 to 3. As a particular case, the (n, k) value of
the molecular capsule, [Pd6L8]12+, is (3.00, 0.75). We counted
all of the possible fragmentary species with different
compositions, [PdaLbPyc]2a+ (a ≤ 6, b ≤ 8), smaller than
[Pd6L8]12+ (154 species). The (n, k) values for these
fragmentary species and the molecular capsule are plotted to
obtain an n-k map for the assembly of the molecular capsule,
[Pd6L8]12+ (Figs 2A and S1†). Thus one can investigate the selfassembly process by monitoring the time variation of the (n, k)
value for the average composition of the fragmentary species.

Fig. 2 (A) An n-k map for the assembly of [Pd6L8]12+. Red crosshairs denote the (n, k) values of 154 possible fragmentary species and the capsule. (B) The time variation
of the (n, k) value for the average composition of the fragmentary species, (PdaLbPyc)ave, during the self-assembly of [Pd618]12+ (green open circles) and [Pd628]12+ (blue
open circles) on the n-k map. (C) Partial n-k map for the species PdaLbPyc (1 ≤ a ≤ 12, 1 ≤ b ≤ 16). Red crosshairs indicate the (n, k) values of PdaLbPyc (1 ≤ a ≤ 12, 1 ≤ b ≤
16). The average (n, k) values obtained from 20 to 360 min for the assembly of [Pd618]12+ and [Pd628]12+ are plotted as filled green and blue circles, respectively.
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In the presence of 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as an internal
standard, the formation of [Pd618]12+ from 1 and [PdPy4]2+ was
monitored by 1H NMR measurement at 298 K with a 5-minute
interval.57 Several 1H NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 3A.
[Pd618]12+ is preferentially formed from 1 and [PdPy4]2+ over
80% yield after 6 hours (Fig. 5D). From enthalpic point of
view, the capsule formation does not seem preferable so much
because the strength of Pd–N coordination bonding in the
starting [PdPy4]2+ is comparable to that in the molecular capsule
[Pd618]12+. On the other hand, the capsule formation is
entropically favourable due to the release of 24 Py molecules.
According to these considerations, the formation of the
molecular capsule would be driven by an entropic factor. It is
noteworthy that since this entropic effect would always prefer
the formation of coordination assemblies, this method is widely
applicable to other coordination assemblies.
The average composition of the fragmentary species,
(PdaLbPyc)ave, was calculated by 1H NMR signals for 1,
[Pd618]12+, [PdPy4]2+ and Py (Tables S2-S11†). Thus the (n, k)
values for (PdaLbPyc)ave at each time were obtained using
equations (1) and (2), and were plotted on the n-k map (Fig. 2B
and Tables S2-S11†). The (n, k) value measured after 5 min
showed (2.37, 0.78) and as times passed, n increased but k
slightly decreased. Finally the (n, k) value reached (2.85, 0.76)
at 25 min and stayed until 360 min. This behaviour was
reproducible and the average (n, k) value from (n, k)25 min to (n,
k)360 min obtained from ten repetitive measurements was found
to be (2.87 ± 0.02, 0.75 ± 0.01) (Fig. 2C). To simplify the
discussion, we assume that the capsule is formed from
fragmentary species A (nA, kA) via fragmentary species B (nB,
kB). If the conversion from B to the capsule is slower than that
from A to B, the composition of B in the fragmentary species
increases gradually and thus the (n, k) value of the fragmentary
species becomes close to (nB, kB). Finally all A converts to B, at
which time the (n, k) value reaches (nB, kB). After that time,
although the self-assembly proceeds by the conversion of B to
the capsule, the (n, k) value stays at (nB, kB). In this example,
the step from B to the capsule is the rate-determining step of the
self-assembly. From 25 to 360 min, during which the formation
of the molecular capsule proceeds, the (n, k) value of the
fragmentary species remained unchanged (Fig. 2B). On the
basis of the above discussion, the dominant fragmentary species
after 25 min should be [Pd618Py1]12+, whose (n, k) value is the
closest to the average (n, k) value found by experiment, (2.87 ±
0.02, 0.75 ± 0.01), and the final step of the self-assembly from
[Pd618Py1]12+ to [Pd618]12+ should be the rate-determining step.
58

The existence of [Pd618Py1]12+ with a proper lifetime in the
self-assembly process was unambiguously demonstrated by ESI
mass spectrometry. Although at the initial stage of the selfassembly (within 15 min) any signals for the [Pd618Py1]12+
complex were not found, the signals assignable to
[Pd618Py1(CF3SO3)m](12–m)+ (m = 5, 6, 7, 8) appeared after 20
min (Fig. S4†).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 3 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, CD3CN:CD2Cl2 (v/v = 3.6:1, 298 K). Formation of
[Pd618]12+ from 1 and PdPy4·(OTf)2 (A) and formation of [Pd628]12+ from 2 and
PdPy4·(OTf)2 (B). The signals colored in red, green, blue and orange indicate
[Pd6L8]12+, [PdPy4]2+, L and Py, respectively. Asterisk indicates one of 1H signals for
1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene which was used as an internal standard.

In the self-assembly process of the [Pd6L8]12+ capsule, the
formation of species larger than the molecular capsule,
[PdxLyPyz]2x+ (x > 6 and/or y > 8), might be possible. However,
even in the consideration of the formation of [PdxLyPyz]2x+ (1 ≤
x ≤12, 1 ≤ y ≤ 16), the most appropriate species whose (n, k)
value is the closest to the average (n, k) value found by
experiment are [Pd6L8Py1]12+ and its dimeric species
[Pd12L16Py2]24+ (2.88, 0.75) (Fig. 2C). If the dimeric
[Pd12L16Py2]24+ is produced in the self-assembly process, the
rate-determining step should be the division of [Pd12L16Py2]24+
triggered by the coordination of two Py molecules, resulting in
the formation of two fragmentary species, [PddLePyf]2d+ and
[Pd12–dL16–ePy4–f](24–2d)+. Since the (n, k) values of the two
species are invariably different from (2.88, 0.75), both
fragmentary species produced by the division of [Pd12L16Py2]24+
must transform to [Pd6L8]12+ quickly to keep the observed (n, k)
value unchanged. Although the present data do not definitely
exclude the possibility of the dimeric species in the pathway,
the process via [Pd6L8Py1]12+ would be more probable because
the formation of [Pd6L8]12+ took place smoothly at ambient
temperature.
The (n, k) analysis reveals that the final step becomes the
rate-determining step of the self-assembly of [Pd618]12+ even
though it is an intramolecular ligand exchange. This finding can
be interpreted by considering “associative ligand exchange
mechanism” around a square-planar Pd2+ centre.59-61 It is well
known that five-coordinate Pd2+ centres with square-pyramidal
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and trigonal-bipyramidal coordination geometries are
intermediately formed during the ligand exchange (Fig. 4A).
Since the structure of [Pd618Py1]12+ is not completely but almost
octahedral, the panel molecules are so closely packed with each
other that the motion of the panel molecules would be highly
restricted (Fig. 4B). Accordingly, the distorted octahedronshaped [Pd618Py1]12+ structures with one Pd2+ centre a fivecoordinate geometry, which must be formed during the final
step of the self-assembly, should be significantly destabilized,
and hence the energy barrier of the step would be increased.

Fig. 4 (A) A plausible reaction mechanism of the intramolecular ligand exchange
on a square-planar Pd2+ centre in [Pd618Py1]12+. (B) and (C) Molecular modeling
structures of [Pd618]12+ (B), and [Pd628]12+ (C). The structures are constructed
based on the crystal structure of their isostructure, [Hg618]12+. Color labels: red:
carbon; white: hydrogen; blue: nitrogen; yellow: palladium; cyan: deuterium;
green: methyl group in [Pd618]12+.

According to the above-mentioned reaction mechanism,
modifying the chemical structure of the panel molecule would
alter the energy barrier of each step in the self-assembly
process. For example, if the three methyl groups of 1 are
replaced with smaller deuterium atoms,62 the structural
flexibility of [Pd628Py1]12+ as well as the capsule, [Pd628]12+,
would become higher due to the decreased interaction between
the neighbouring panel molecules (Fig. 4C). Thus, the energy
barrier of the final step for the self-assembly of [Pd628]12+ is
expected to be lower than that for [Pd618]12+. The time variation
of the observed (n, k) value of the fragmentary species for the
assembly of [Pd628]12+ is shown in Fig. 2B. The trend is very
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similar to the assembly of [Pd618]12+ but the (n, k) values after
20 min stay around (2.76, 0.76). The average (n, k) value of ten
repetitive experiments exhibits (2.75 ± 0.02, 0.76 ± 0.01) (Fig.
2C), indicating that the intramolecular ligand exchange from
[Pd628Py2]12+ to [Pd628Py1]12+ is the rate-determining step.63
This result indicates that the relative energy barrier of each step
in the assembly process depends on the chemical structure of
the panel molecule.

Fig. 5 Effect of the structure of building blocks on the self-assembly. (A) The rates
of consumption of ligands, 1 in red and 2 in blue. (B) The rate of consumption of
[PdPy4]2+. (C) The rate of release of Py. (D) The rate of formation of the molecular
capsules, [Pd6L8]12+ (L = 1 or 2). (E) A schematic representation of a potential
energy profile for the assembly of the molecular capsules.63

It is notable that the rates of consumption of both the panel
molecule, 1 and [PdPy4]2+ for the self-assembly of [Pd618]12+
are faster than those for [Pd628]12+ (Figs 5A and 5B). In
addition, the rate of the release of Py for the self-assembly of
[Pd618]12+ is also faster than that for [Pd628]12+ (Fig. 5C). These
results suggest that the rates of the reaction steps before the
rate-determining step of the self-assembly of [Pd618]12+ would
be faster than those of [Pd628]12+. However, the rate of the
formation of the molecular capsule is not so different between
the two (Fig. 5D). This finding indicates that although the rate
of the formation of [Pd618Py1]12+ is faster than that of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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[Pd628Py2]12+, the reaction from [Pd618Py1]12+ is much slower
than that from [Pd628Py2]12+ (Fig. 5E). Consequently, the rates
of the formation of [Pd618]12+ and [Pd628]12+ become similar to
each other. The acceleration of the formation of [Pd618Py1]12+ is
probably due to the preferential formation of the fragmentary
species possessing a partial octahedron-shaped structure arising
from the attractive interaction such as van der Waals interaction
between the neighbouring panel molecules.64

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a novel method for the
investigation of the self-assembly process for coordination
assemblies by indirectly monitoring the average composition of
the fragmentary species that are difficult to characterize and
quantify by any spectroscopic techniques. This strategy is
widely applicable to the investigation of the assembly process
for other discrete coordination assemblies. The self-assembly
process is a non-equilibrium system that progresses toward
equilibrium or another non-equilibrium state.65 Our findings
indicate that the rate-determining step in the molecular selfassembly is affected by the chemical structure of the ligand
molecule and the property of the metal centre as a result of the
changes in the energy barrier of each elementary reaction step.
This means that on the self-assembly process the modification
of building blocks and assembly conditions enables us to
deliberately trap a metastable species66 that exhibits unique
functions, as is found in biological systems.67
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